An integrated power supply and modulator system includes integrated power supply and modulator system includes three subsystems: a switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage; a magnetic regulation stage; and at least one output switching stage. In one embodiment, the integrated power supply and modulator system further includes startup circuity, feedback/feedforward circuity and control circuity.
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FIG. 4A

FIG. 4B
INTEGRATED POWER SUPPLY AND MODULATOR FOR RADIO FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIERS

BACKGROUND

As is known in the art, efficiency improvement of radio frequency (RF) systems which employ one or more power amplifiers (PAs) can be achieved through supply (e.g. drain or collector) modulation, in which a voltage applied to the one or more PAs is dynamically changed according to characteristics of an RF signal being generated. A drain voltage can be changed on a time scale that is slow compared to amplitude variations of the RF signal (e.g., "adaptive bias"), or can be changed on a time scale in accordance with rapid variations of the RF signal amplitude (e.g., as is done in envelope tracking, polar modulation, "class G" power amplification, multilevel backoff, multilevel linear amplification with nonlinear components (LINC), Asymmetric Multilevel Outphasing (AMO), etc.).

Some systems providing drain modulation dynamically select an intermediate voltage from a set of discrete voltage levels, and then provide further regulation to synthesize a continuously variable drain voltage (e.g., for partially realizing a desired envelope in the output, e.g., "envelope tracking"). Other systems directly switch the drain voltage among discrete voltage levels. Such systems include "class G" amplifiers, multi-level LINC (MLINC) power amplifiers, asymmetric multilevel outphasing (AMO) power amplifiers, and multilevel backoff amplifiers (including "asymmetric multilevel backoff" amplifiers) and digitized polar transmitters.

In each of the systems above, two important functions are: 1) providing means to create multiple supply levels from a single supply input, possibly including regulation of the multiple discrete supply voltages, and then provide further regulation to synthesize a continuously variable drain voltage; and 2) providing means to rapidly and efficiently switch among the discrete supply voltages. These two tasks can be performed separately, or—in some cases—together. The first task is sometimes accomplished using a multi-output power converter to synthesize multiple supply levels from a single input, and then using a switching network to select from among them. Multiple levels can be realized using a variety of techniques such as through multi-output magnetic converters, and/or through the multi-output switched-capacitor converters, and use of a plurality of converters. The second function is sometimes provided by selecting from among the set of discrete voltage levels via a switching network. These two functions can be performed together in a single structure, such as through use of a reconﬁgurable switched-capacitor voltage modulator.

SUMMARY

In accordance with the concepts sought to be protected, described herein are systems, circuits and techniques for realizing a high-frequency voltage modulation system.

In one embodiment, an integrated power supply and modulator system includes a switched-capacitor (SC) voltage balancer stage coupled between a magnetic regulation stage and at least one output switching stage. With this particular arrangement, an integrated power supply and modulator system utilizes both magnetic and capacitive energy transfer in a cooperative manner to achieve both regulation and high efficiency operation. Alternative operating modes are possible in which regulation of the supply voltages is not sought, with energy transferred among levels through capacitive energy transfer only; such a mode can provide still higher efficiency, giving up to an extent the ability to efficiently regulate the voltages. Energy is provided into the integrated power supply and regulation system via the magnetic regulation stage and voltage signals having desired levels are delivered to one or more power amplifiers via the at least one output switching stages. In operation, energy coupled from an input to the magnetic regulation stage is used to generate a plurality of intermediate voltage levels having ratiometrically-related voltage levels at the outputs of the switched capacitor voltage balancer stage. The switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage (which may be more generally referred to as a multi-output switched-capacitor voltage converter) functions to regulate relative voltages on a set of capacitors, such that the capacitor voltages with respect to a common potential maintain a desired ratiometric relationship. These voltages represent, for example, a set of discrete supply voltages utilized for supply switching. The at least one output switching stage is coupled to rapidly select among these ratiometrically-related voltage levels and supply at least one output voltage. The output can be selected directly as one of these voltages, or additional filtering or other processing can be performed to provide a continuously-variable output voltage signal. Thus, the magnetic stage regulates the voltage, while the SC voltage balancer stage maintains the voltage ratios.

With this particular arrangement, a circuits and techniques suitable for operating from a variable dc input voltage are provided. Furthermore, where desired, this approach can be used to regulate the plurality of intermediate voltage values. Furthermore, the circuits and techniques described herein are suitable for implementing a semiconductor circuit in a low-voltage CMOS semiconductor process on a single die, with a relatively small number of interconnects (compared with prior art techniques) required to connect the die to components off-die (potentially such as inductors and capacitors), and requiring devices and capacitors having relatively small voltage ratings and passive components such as inductors and capacitors having relatively small sizes and values (compared with prior art techniques) required to support the intermediate voltage levels. In one embodiment, the output switching stage for switching among the different levels is implemented with CMOS devices in a manner that enables high switching speed at high efficiency, without the need for "floating" or "flying" switch drivers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages of the concepts, systems and techniques described herein will be apparent from the following description of particular embodiments, as illustrated in the accompanying drawings in which like reference characters refer to the same elements throughout the different views. The drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating the principles of the concepts, systems, circuits and techniques for which protection is sought.

FIG. 1 is block diagram of an integrated power supply and modulator system;

FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram illustrating a circuit topology for a switched-capacitor (SC) voltage balancer circuit;

FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram illustrating a circuit topology for an alternate embodiment of an SC voltage balancer circuit;
FIG. 3A is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a switching network for an output switching stage;
FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram of an alternate embodiment of an exemplary switching network of an output switching stage;
FIG. 4A is a schematic diagram of an alternate exemplary embodiment of an output switching stage which includes extended voltage devices;
FIG. 4B is a schematic diagram of an alternate exemplary embodiment of an output switching stage which does not include extended voltage devices;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of an output switching stage implemented using low-voltage complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) devices.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an integrated power supply and modulator system which includes an output switching stage which includes a plurality of switching stages (or a switching stage with a plurality of switch sets) to supply different amplifiers and/or modulate voltage of different amplifier stages in a multi-stage amplifier; and
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an integrated power supply and modulator system having an output filter stage;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a magnetic regulation stage cascading into a four-level interleaved SC voltage balancer stage.
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a magnetic regulation stage provided with a switching network having cascaded devices;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a multi-level magnetic regulation stage;
FIG. 11 is a block diagram of an integrated power supply and modulator system including startup circuitry, feedback/ feedforward circuitry and control circuitry;
FIG. 12A is a schematic diagram of an implementation of a modulator stage, including gate drivers; and
FIG. 12B is a plot of operating waveforms for the circuit of FIG. 12A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring now to FIG. 1, an integrated power supply and modulator system 10 includes three subsystems: (1) a switched-capacitor (SC) voltage balancer stage 14; (2) a magnetic regulation stage 12; and (3) at least one output switching stage 16. It should be appreciated that aspects of the structure and function of these subsystems can be merged. However, the three subsystems are separately described hereinbelow to promote clarity in the written description of the broad concepts sought to be protected herein. As described, the magnetic stage 12 regulates the voltage while the SC voltage balancer stage maintains desired voltage ratios. As noted above, however, the three systems may also be thought of as being partially or even fully merged and thus an integrated power supply and modulation system provided in accordance with the concepts, systems, circuits and techniques described herein may be considered as being provided from a single subsystem, two subsystems or more than three subsystems. The SC voltage balancer stage 14 regulates relative voltages on a set of capacitors, such that the voltages across the set of capacitors maintain a desired ratiometric relationship and/or that capacitor terminal voltages with respect to a common potential maintain a desired ratiometric relationship. These capacitor terminal voltages represent, for example, a set of discrete supply voltages utilized for supply switching. The SC voltage balancer may maintain ratiometric voltages (including identical voltages) across the set of capacitors. The SC voltage balancer may alternatively or in addition act as a multi-output switched capacitor converter, maintaining a ratiometric set of voltages between individual capacitor terminals and a reference potential. Energy is provided into the magnetic regulation stage 14 via the magnetic regulation stage and is delivered to a power amplifier (not shown in FIG. 1) via the output switching stage 16. The magnetic regulation stage may provide energy and change into one, two, or more than two ports of the SC voltage balancer stage.

Exemplary magnetic regulation stages, SC voltage balancer stages and output switching stages are described hereinbelow. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate, of course, that the exemplary magnetic regulation stages, SC voltage balancer stages and output switching stages may be implemented using any one of a large variety of different specific circuit implementations and techniques. Thus, the descriptions of such stages provided hereinbelow is not intended to be and should not be construed as limiting.

Referring now to FIG. 2A, an exemplary SC voltage balancer stage 20 of a type which may be suitable for use in the integrated power supply and modulator system 10 of FIG. 1, includes an SC ladder circuit. The exemplary SC voltage balancer stage of FIG. 2A illustrates one possible implementation of an SC voltage balancer stage for a case with 4 voltage levels. It should, of course, be appreciated that any number of voltage levels may be used. The circuit is based upon an SC ladder circuit which may be similar to the type described in M. Seeman and S. Sanders, "Analysis and Optimization of Switched-Capacitor DC-DC Converters", IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, March 2008 vol. 23, no. 2. However, unlike the aforementioned example, in the present system, energy and charge are input into the stage at multiple terminals and drawn from the stage at multiple terminals. The circuit maintains approximately equal voltages across capacitors C1, C2, C3 and C4, and maintains an approximate ratiometric relationship among voltages V1, V2, V3, V4 (with respect to common) of V1:V2:V3:V4 of 1:2:3:4, with charge introduced to and/or drawn from the voltage balancer at nodes labeled V1, V2, V3, V4.

Voltages V1, V2, V3, V4 correspond to discrete supply voltage levels provided by an SC voltage balancer stage (e.g. SC voltage balancer stage 14 in FIG. 1) to an output switching stage (e.g. output switching stage 16 in FIG. 1), with charge introduced to the voltage balancer by a magnetic regulation stage (e.g. magnetic regulation stage 12 in FIG. 1) via at least one of the terminals associated with V1, V2, V3, V4, and preferentially at two or more of these terminals, as described hereinbelow. Switches S11P, S12, S13, S14, S21P, S22, S23, S24, S31P, S32, S33, S34, S41P, S42, S43 and S44 switch on and off together in a complementary fashion with switches S11P, S12, S13, S14, S21P, S22, S23, S24, S31P, S32, S33, S34, S41P, S42, S43 and S44. The transfer capacitors C52, C53 and C54 transfer charge among capacitors C1, C2, C3 and C4 such that the voltage ratios V1:V2:V3:V4 are maintained approximately as 1:2:3:4. It will be appreciated that this SC balancer stage topology could be employed to provide a subset of these voltages, and other SC balancer topologies or multi-output switched-capacitor converter topologies could be employed providing different ratiometric relations. For example, a balancer providing 8:4:2:1 could be realized with appropriate circuit structures. The exemplary SC voltage balancer stage circuit topology of FIG. 2A is of particular advantage for CMOS implementation for a number of different reasons including, but not limited to: (1) the individual (switch) device and capacitor voltages are indi-
individually maintained as small voltages (i.e., of scale $V_1$, as compared to the larger maximum synthesized voltage $V_{out}$), enabling high switching speed, small die size, and high energy density; (2) control and level-shifting circuitry required in this exemplary implementation are simpler, require lower complexity and die area and are more easily implemented than in other circuits and can be easily implemented on the same CMOS die. The circuit is designed/constructed in such way that no flying drivers are required for the switches. And all the control and level-shifting circuits are referenced to fixed potentials. All those advantages make the control and level-shifting circuitry simpler and (3), the implementation requires a number of off-die connections which is relatively small compared with the number of off-die connections required in prior art approaches, principally at nodes connecting to $C_1$-$C_4$ and $C_7$-$C_{27}$.

It will, of course, be appreciated that there are other variants with similar advantages. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 2B, by adding an additional set of transfer capacitors $C_{25}$-$C_{27}$ and switches $S_{25}$-$S_{27}$ (operated in-phase with switches $S_{2}$-$S_{4}$ and out-of-phase with switches $S_{2p}$-$S_{2q}$) and switches $S_{25}$-$S_{27}$ (operated in-phase with switches $S_{25}$-$S_{27}$ and out-of-phase with switches $S_{25}$-$S_{27}$), the two sets of transfer capacitors ($C_{25}$-$C_{27}$ and $C_{25}$-$C_{27}$) operate with their respective sets of connections to the capacitor stack of $C_1$-$C_4$ made in a complementary fashion. In this manner, one can implement an interleaved switched capacitor voltage balancer stage 22. Such an implementation includes a greater number of components and die interconnects than the embodiment of FIG. 2A. On the other hand, the interleaved switched capacitor voltage balancer stage approach reduces the required capacitor volume, along with reducing switching ripple and loss. The interleaved switched capacitor voltage balancer stage approach could also enable partial or complete “soft charging” of some or all of the capacitors in the switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage by the output switching stage and load, thereby improving the tradeoff between switching frequency and loss characteristics.

Likewise, the implementations of FIGS. 2A and 2B could utilize resonant switched-capacitor operation with the addition of properly sized inductors in series with the energy transfer capacitors. It will be appreciated that while the topologies of FIGS. 2A and 2B provide at least the above-noted particular advantages, other switched-capacitor topologies could also be employed.

The output switching stage 16 (FIG. 1) dynamically selects from among one or more of the capacitor voltages (e.g., $V_1$-$V_3$ in FIG. 2A). The switching network for doing so can be implemented in a number of ways.

FIGS. 3A and 3B, for example, illustrate a basic structure of two exemplary switching networks that can be applied for this function; versions of each of these two approaches are described in J. L. Dawson, D. J. Perreault, E. W. Huang, S. Chung, and P. A. Godoy, “Asymmetric Multilevel Outphasing Architecture for RF Amplifiers,” U.S. Pat. No. 8,026,763 (US 10,840,805 B2). Sep. 27, 2011. It should be appreciated that while the basic structures as shown in FIGS. 3A, 3B are similar to those previously known, the particular implementations and driving methods as described herein (e.g. in conjunction with FIGS. 4A, 4B, 5, 12A and 12B) are distinguished over what has been previously shown in terms of how the switch networks are implemented and how they are driven.

Considering a base voltage $V_1$ as being 1 p.u. (p.u.), with higher voltages $V_2$-$V_4$ related ratiometrically as described previously, one can identify switch voltage blocking requirements as follows: In FIG. 3A, $S_4$, $S_{24}$, $S_{23}S_4$, and $S_3$ each must block $+1$ p.u. voltage, while $S_2$ blocks $+2$ p.u. voltage and $S_1$ blocks $+3$ p.u. voltage. In FIG. 3B, switch $S_1$ must block $+3$ p.u., $S_2$ must block both $+2$ p.u. and $-1$ p.u. voltage, $S_3$ must block $+1$ and $-2$ p.u. voltage and $S_4$ must block $-3$ p.u. voltage.

Factors for achieving improvements in the switching stage as compared to direct implementations of FIGS. 3A and 3B include, but are not limited to: 1. realizing the level shifting and drive functions in manners that avoid the need for “flying” switch drivers or level shifters and avoid the need for external gate drive “bootstrap” capacitors; and/or 2. realizing the switch functions (or switches) in a manner that enables fast, efficient switching, and especially in a manner that can be directly realized in low-voltage integrated processes.

Referring now to FIG. 4A, one implementation of a circuit to implement the function described above in conjunction with FIG. 3A in a manner that requires no flying drivers or external “bootstrap” capacitors includes a plurality of driver circuits (or more simply “drivers”) at least some of which are coupled to extended voltage devices. This improves switching frequency capability, reduces the need for off-die interconnections (e.g., to bootstrap capacitors) and simplifies signal level-shifting circuits for control. Some of the switches are implemented using low-voltage “core” CMOS devices (NMOS or PMOS), enabling particularly low-loss switching, while others are “extended voltage” devices (e.g., requiring greater than 1 p.u. voltage rating).

Switch types are indicated in FIG. 4A, and switches so labeled are indicated to have extended voltage ratings as compared to other switches rated for a base value of at least 1 p.u. The drivers for these extended voltage devices are not “flying”; the drive voltage required (e.g., as illustrated for the drivers) will depend on the particular semiconductor process—$V_{onp}$ may be tied to $V_1$ or $V_3$, for example, and $V_{onp}$ may be tied to $V_2$, $V_3$, or $V_4$ depending upon process requirements. For example, depending upon the particular process, the gate voltage may need to be switched to a different voltage potential to have large enough gate-source voltages to obtain sufficiently low on-resistance. It will likewise be appreciated that the exact voltage levels used for various drivers may be adjusted depending upon process requirements; what is key is that flying drivers and bootstrap capacitors are not required.

In some applications, it may be desired to realize the output switching stage without needing extended voltage devices. This can be accomplished, for example, by using cascode switch structures in place of one or more of the extended-voltage switches. Such an exemplary embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4B. Implementing such a structure requires careful attention to the device sizes/capacitances of the cascode device sets (e.g., $S_2$/$S_{2p}$ and $S_3$/$S_{2p}$/$S_{2q}$); the devices sizes and capacitances can be selected to provide voltage sharing among the devices in the off state. It will be further appreciated that the use of cascode switches and extended voltage switches can be combined (e.g., resulting in hybrids of the circuits of FIGS. 4A and 4B.)

Referring now to FIG. 5, a circuit 50 includes a plurality of drivers $Q_1$-$Q_4$ coupled to switches $S_1$-$S_4$ (with switches indicated by the dashed boxes). Each of switches $S_1$-$S_4$ include a plurality of switching devices $FET_1$-$FET_3$ with at least one of devices $FET_1$-$FET_3$ in each switch being coupled to an output of a driver. Circuit 50 illustrates how the switch architecture of FIG. 3B can be realized using only low-voltage CMOS devices (through cascoded structures) and without requiring flying drivers or off-chip connections for bootstrap capacitors. Given devices each of 1 p.u.
voltage rating, the combined elements provide switching with voltage blocking as follows: switch S₁ blocks +3 p.u., S₂ blocks both +2 p.u./-1 p.u. voltage, S₃ block +1 p.u./-2 p.u. voltage and S₄ blocks -3 p.u. voltage. As each of the individual devices forming the switching elements only need to have drain-source ratings of 1 p.u., in many CMOS processes they could be implemented with fast core devices.

As described above, the individual devices in a cascode stack may be sized (or provided with additional capacitance) to yield acceptable voltage sharing in the off state. It will also be appreciated that some or all of the cascode stacks could be replaced with higher voltage devices (having ratings of more than 1 p.u. as needed). Table 1 shows the driver switching used to generate the desired output switching (i.e. Table 1 shows driver output states needed to achieve different modulator output voltages).

It should be appreciated that other implementations of the output switch stage network consistent with the concepts, systems, circuits and techniques described herein may be similarly realized.

For example, referring now to FIG. 6, an integrated power supply and modulator system 10 which may be similar to the integrated power supply and modulator system 10 described in conjunction with FIG. 1, includes three subsystems: (1) a switched-capacitor (SC) voltage balancer stage 14; (2) a magnetic regulation stage 12; and (3) at least one output switching stage 16 which includes a plurality of switch sets 17a-17N. Thus, integrated power supply and modulator system 10 is capable of supplying different amplifiers and/or modulate the voltage of different amplifier stages in a multi-stage amplifier.

An integrated power supply and modulator system such as integrated power supply and modulator system 10 finds application in systems having a plurality of power amplifiers. That is, in systems having a plurality of power amplifiers, an integrated power supply and modulator system may include a plurality of output switching stages or a single output switching stage having a plurality of switch sets (or a combination of the two configurations) to supply different amplifiers and/or modulate the voltage of different amplifier stages in a multi-stage amplifier.

Such a system may find use, for example, when addressing power amplifier systems supporting LTE-Advanced Carrier Aggregation and transmit diversity (either on the base station or user equipment side) where multiple PA’s are transmitting at the same time, such simultaneous operation of multiple output switching stages for these different transmitting PA’s and stages would be enabled. When modulating smaller size PA driver stages the output switching stages can be differently sized and optimized taking into account lower transmitted power requirements by the driver stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V_{in}</th>
<th>Q₁</th>
<th>Q₂a</th>
<th>Q₂b</th>
<th>Q₄a</th>
<th>Q₄b</th>
<th>Q₄c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V₁</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V₂</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V₃</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V₄</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In some applications, the output switching state voltage V_{mod} may be applied directly to a power amplifier. However, in some applications, further processing of this voltage may be desired. This may include, for example, additional linear regulation and/or amplification to provide continuous output voltage control or to control the transitions between levels. Linear regulation or amplification circuitry (e.g., a pass transistor and controls) may optionally be placed on the same die with the rest of the power supply and modulator system.

Referring now to FIG. 7, instead or in addition to additional linear regulation and/or amplification, one may provide additional filtering of the voltage V_{mod} through an added filtering stage, as illustrated in FIG. 7. It will be appreciated that a wide variety of filter types might be employed, including to meet the needs of output waveform frequency content, receive-band noise suppression, etc. To achieve continuous output voltage control (e.g., for envelope tracking) one can modulate among levels at a fast rate, and using the filter stage to filter this waveform to provide the desired average voltage. Alternatively, an added filtering stage can be used to shape transitions among switching levels such that the output voltage has only desired frequency content.

The magnetic regulation 12 stage regulates the switched-capacitor voltage balancer outputs while the distribution of the conversion ratios are maintained by the balancer. With this feature, the output power of a PA can be scaled down continuously while maintaining high efficiency (e.g. to provide efficient backoff over a wide average power range). In addition, the output (or set of ratiometric outputs) can be held to a desired level as the input supply voltage varies (e.g., to reduce the effects of battery voltage variation/discharge on operating range of the PA).

One conventional approach would be to cascade a magnetic converter (providing regulation) with an SC stage to generate multiple levels. For such a case with a boost-topology magnetic converter feeding the top voltage of the SC stage, and inductor current ripple ΔI in the boost inductor, the inductance needs to be V_{IN}/ΔI((V_{OUT}-V_{IN})/(V_{OUT}-V_{IN}))/fₚ with given switching frequency fₚ, and input and output voltages, V_{IN} and V_{OUT} (or Vₙ in the 4-level SC voltage balancer). For slow switching frequencies and/or large difference between input and output voltages, the required inductor size could be large.

To overcome this drawback, an approach such as that described in FIG. 8 may be used, in which the magnetic regulation stage supplies charge to more than one of the SC stage nodes over a switching cycle.

Referring now to FIG. 8, shown is an exemplary magnetic regulation stage cascading into an N-level interleaved SC voltage balancer stage. To promote clarity in the description, the N-level interleaved SC voltage balancer stage is illustrated as a 4-level interleaved SC voltage balancer stage in FIG. 8. Instead of switching the boost inductor output terminal between the input of the SC voltage balancer and ground (as would be done with a boost converter), the boost inductor is switched between the intermediate voltage levels in the SC voltage balancer stage. In the exemplary embodiment of the circuit in FIG. 8, the inductor terminal is switched between V₂ and Vₙ (or V_{OUT}) in the SC voltage balancer, but it can be connected among any levels in general. Operation in this manner is possible owing to the action of the SC voltage balancer to appropriately redistribute charge among the various levels, maintaining the desired voltage ratios.

Regulation of the SC voltage balancer voltages can be obtained by pulse width modulation (PWM) control of the regulation stage. With the configuration in FIG. 8, the output voltage V₄ is 2V_{IN}((1+D) in steady state (D is the duty ratio for q). So the steady state value of Vₙ can be adjusted from V_{IN} to 2V_{IN}. With this configuration, for inductor current ripple ΔI, the required inductance is (V_{IN}-V₂)ΔI/(V_{OUT}-V₂)/fₚ. With V₂-Vₙ=V_{OUT}/2, the required induc-
tance in the proposed configuration is only $(2V_{IN} - V_{OUT})/V_{OUT}$ of the required inductance in the conventional design $(V_{OUT} - V_{IN})$. This advantage in inductor value and size can become greater for higher-level SC voltage balancers (e.g., more levels).

Moreover, the switches in the regulation stage are only required to block the difference in intermediate voltages levels used for switching. Thus, for example, the regulator switches in FIG. 8 must block 2 p.u. voltage (the difference between $V_2$ and $V_3$ in the SC voltage balancer) instead of the full output voltage of the SC stage (4 p.u., or the difference between $V_4$ and ground) as would be needed in a boost converter. Switches with lower voltage ratings can be used to achieve faster switching speed and better performance.

To leverage the benefits of low-voltage device in CMOS technology, cascaded devices can be implemented in the regulation stage.

FIG. 9 illustrates a cascaded device configuration for realizing the switches in the regulation stage. The gates of the cascaded device $S_{2C}$ and $S_{3C}$ are connected to the dc level $V_3$ in the SC voltage balancer. When the switch $S_1$ is turned on, the drain of $S_1$ (or source of $S_{2C}$) discharges low enough until the gate source voltage of the cascaded device $S_{2C}$ is greater than the threshold voltage, $S_{2C}$ will be turned on. During the turn-off cycle, the drain of $S_1$ (or source of $S_{2C}$) charges until the gate source voltage of the cascaded device $S_{2C}$ is smaller than the threshold voltage, $S_{2C}$ will be turned off. The cascaded device $S_{2C}$ operates the same as device $S_{1C}$. In the cascaded device implementation, each device is only required to block half of the total blocking voltage, and hence devices with lower voltage ratings can be used. Moreover, it will be appreciated that with this implementation and the implementation of FIG. 8, flying drivers and bootstrap capacitors are not required for driving the switches.

In general, when the output of the regulation stage is connected between the $m_{th}$ level and the $n_{th}$ level of a $k$-level SC converter, the voltage of the top level ($k_{th}$ level) can be regulated as in equation (1):

$$V_i = \frac{V_{IN} - k}{n + (m - n)D}$$

$D$ is the duty of the switch $q$ (top switch). It is noted that the switching frequency of the regulation stage can be different from that of the SC voltage balancer stage and each of these can be different from the switching frequency of the output switching stage.

Referring now to FIG. 10, a multi-level regulation stage is coupled to an SC voltage balancer. In this configuration, the output of the regulation stage is connected among up to three intermediate levels of the SC voltage balancer. In this case, the voltage swing across inductor $L$ is further reduced, consequently reducing the required inductance for a given current ripple $\Delta I$. No flying driver is required in this design; all the drivers are referenced between dc levels $V_a$, $V_3$ and $V_2$. When $B'$ is held on (high), $A$ and $A'$ can be modulated and the output terminal of the inductor switches between $V_3$ and $V_2$ (delivering charge to those nodes, and regulating the voltage according to (1)). When $A$ is held on (low), $B$ and $B'$ can be modulated and the output terminal of the inductor switches between $V_a$ and $V_3$ (again regulating the voltage according to (1)).

It will be appreciated that in general—with appropriate switch implementations—the output terminal of the inductor can be switched among any of the SC voltage levels that are desired (as well as ground, if desired). Generally, increasing the numbers of levels that can be switched among increases the achievable regulation range, and helps improve inductor size and ripple that is required. Such operation is possible because the SC stage redistributes charge among the levels to maintain the ratiometric relation between capacitor voltages.

It will also be appreciated that continuous switching need not always be used: one can hold the output terminal of the inductor at a specific level. This will not provide continuous regulation, but will enable the highest efficiency of energy transfer owing to the elimination of switching and gating loss in the regulation stage. It will be further appreciated that additional control means can be used for regulation, including burst-mode or on/off control, current-mode control, hysteresis control, pulse-skipping control, single or multi-level sigma-delta control, etc.

Referring now to FIG. 11, an integrated power supply and modulator system includes a switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage coupled between a magnetic regulation stage and at least one output switching stage. The system further includes startup circuitry, a control system and a feedback system. Thus, FIG. 11 illustrates an overall system. In addition to the blocks previously described, several additional elements may be present in the whole system. The startup circuitry may include, for example, a “precharge” system. The precharge system may include a circuit to precharge the capacitors in each level to the desired voltages and prevent the devices from exceeding their rated breakdown voltages during start-up or transients. For example, linear regulator, clamping or other circuitry may be used to bring the individual capacitor voltages uniformly into an allowable range, and the system may further include one or more blocking switches to protect the system from out-of-range input voltages. The precharge system may also include “soft-start” for the magnetic regulation function of the system, under-voltage lockout for various system functions, etc.

Referring now to FIG. 12A an implementation of a modulator stage, including gate drivers is shown. This implementation takes advantage of the set of ratiometric voltages available to avoid the need for “flying” gate drivers and bootstrap capacitors, takes advantage of the power stage capacitors for the drivers, and enables simple level-shifting for inputs to the drivers.

It is assumed in this design example that $V_1$=1.2 V, $V_2$=2.4 V, $V_3$=3.6 V, and $V_4$=4.8 V. “Base” switches for implementing the circuit of FIG. 12A may be rated, for example, at 1.8 V drain-source voltage, and switches labeled “2 p.u.” (e.g. switches $S_{1B}$, $S_{2B}$, $S_{3B}$ and $S_{4B}$) may be rated at 3.3 V drain-source voltage for implementation in a typical 180 nm node semiconductor process.

In the driver scheme, every gate driver is referenced to a fixed potential. 1.2 V gate-source voltage is provided to drive the 1.8 V devices and 2.4-3.6 V gate-source voltage is provided to drive the 3.3 V devices. The switch states implemented by the gate drivers are shown in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S_{1A}$</th>
<th>$S_{1B}$</th>
<th>$S_{2A}$</th>
<th>$S_{2B}$</th>
<th>$S_{3A}$</th>
<th>$S_{3B}$</th>
<th>$S_{4A}$</th>
<th>$S_{4B}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_4$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The asterisk * in Table 1 indicates that the switch $S_{322}$ has its gate voltage switched from ground to $V_g$ in this state to prevent the device from damaging the gate.

FIG. 12B shows the voltages associated with selecting various output levels. In the staircase voltage pattern demonstrated in this example, every device has the same switching frequency as the staircase (once on/off cycle per staircase period) except $S_{322}$, which switches at twice this frequency. The reason this switch is modulated more often is to provide sufficient gate drive for the 3.3 V devices and also limit the gate-source voltage of the device within the safe operation range (e.g., to limit the gate-source voltage to maximum of 3.6 V for a typical 180 nm node semiconductor process).

While particular embodiments of concepts, systems, circuits and techniques have been shown and described, it will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that various changes and modifications in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the concepts, systems and techniques described herein. For example, the presented implementation examples show a system with a boost-type (or boost-derived) magnetic regulation stage. It will be appreciated that by adding appropriate switches and connections, other magnetic regulation stage topologies could likewise be used, including buck-boost derived topologies. Similarly, alternative switched-capacitor conversion structures could be employed, and other output switching network topologies or switch implementations could be employed. Other combinations or modifications are also possible all of which will be readily apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art after reading the disclosure provided herein.

It is felt, therefore that the concepts, systems, circuits and techniques described herein should not be limited by the above description, but only as defined by the spirit and scope of the following claims which encompass, within their scope, all such changes and modifications.

We claim:

1. An integrated power supply and modulator system having an input configured to receive a DC input voltage and having an output configured to supply two or more regulated DC output voltages, the integrated power supply and modulator system comprising:

   a switched-capacitor (SC) voltage balancer circuit having a plurality of SC voltage balancer circuit inputs and a plurality of SC voltage balancer circuit outputs, said SC voltage balancer circuit configured to receive charge from a regulated DC input voltage and, in response thereto, maintain a substantially ratiometric set of regulated voltages on a plurality of intermediate voltage nodes with respect to a reference potential, the SC voltage balancer circuit comprising:

   a capacitor stack comprising a plurality of capacitors, wherein each of the intermediate voltage nodes is coupled to at least one of the plurality of capacitors, a first set of switches configured to switch between on and off states in a complimentary fashion with a second set of switches to maintain the substantially ratiometric set of voltages on the plurality of intermediate voltage nodes, and a set of transfer capacitors configured to transfer charge among the plurality of capacitors of the capacitor stack as the first and second sets of switches are switched.

2. The system of claim 1 further comprising:

   a magnetic regulation stage (MRS) having an MRS input corresponding to the integrated power supply and modulator system input and configured to receive the DC input voltage at least one MRS output configured to provide a regulated DC output voltage with each SC voltage balancer circuit output coupled to a corresponding one of the at least one MRS outputs.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the MRS further comprises:

   an inductor having an input terminal corresponding to the MRS input and having an output terminal; and

   a set of switches configured to selectively couple the output terminal of the inductor between the intermediate voltage nodes in the SC voltage balancer circuit and wherein the MRS is configured to provide charge transfer from the MRS input through the inductor to at least one of the plurality of SC voltage balancer circuit inputs and wherein regulation of the SC voltage balancer voltages is obtained by pulse width modulation (PWM) control of the set of switches.

4. The system of claim 3 wherein the SC voltage balancer circuit is provided having k levels and the output of the MRS is connected between the mth level and the nth level of the SC voltage balancer circuit with k=m>n such that k corresponds to a kth intermediate voltage node having the greatest voltage among the intermediate voltage nodes and wherein a voltage at the kth intermediate voltage node $V_k$ is regulated as:

$$V_k = \frac{V_{in}}{n + (m-n)D}$$

where:

   $V_{in}$ is an input voltage applied to the input of the MRS;

   k is an integer value corresponding to the kth intermediate voltage node of the SC voltage balancer circuit;

   n is an integer value corresponding to the nth intermediate voltage node to which the output of the MRS is connected;

   m is an integer value corresponding to the mth intermediate voltage node of the SC voltage balancer circuit to which the output of the MRS is connected; and

   D is the duty of a first switch in the set of switches having a terminal connected to the kth intermediate voltage node of the SC voltage balancer circuit.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the switching frequency of the set of switches in the MRS is different from the switching frequency of the first set of switches in the SC voltage balancer circuit.

6. The system of claim 5 wherein the first and second sets of switches and the set of transfer capacitors are configured as an SC ladder circuit.

7. The system of claim 5, wherein the plurality of intermediate voltage nodes includes a highest-voltage node at a top of the capacitor stack and a lowest-voltage node at a bottom of the capacitor stack.

8. The system of claim 5, wherein at least one output switching stage (OSS) comprises a plurality of switch sets, each switch set having a corresponding output, wherein each switch set is configured to selectively couple a voltage from a selected one of the voltage nodes of the SC voltage balancer circuit to a corresponding output, wherein the plurality of switch sets includes at least a first switch set and a second switch set that operate independently of one another.
9. The system of claim 4 further comprising: control circuitry to control the MRS, the SC voltage balancer circuit, and at least one output switching stage (OSS), wherein the control circuitry is configured to control states of switches within the MRS to selectively achieve at least two of boost conversion, buck conversion, and buck/boost conversion within the MRS, wherein the control circuitry is configured to achieve desired voltages on the plurality of intermediate voltage nodes of the SC voltage balancer circuit, in part, by selecting one of boost or buck conversion for the MRS and by setting switching duty cycles for switches of the MRS.

10. The system of claim 2, wherein: the MRS is configured for both boost and buck regulation; and the first and the second set of switches and the set of transfer capacitors are configured as an SC ladder circuit.

11. The system of claim 1 further comprising: at least one output switching stage (OSS) having a plurality of OSS inputs and at least one OSS output configured to provide two or more regulated DC output voltages with each OSS input simultaneously coupled to a corresponding one of the plurality of SC voltage balancer circuit outputs.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein: the OSS further comprises a plurality of switch sets, each switch set having a corresponding output, wherein each switch set of the plurality of switch sets is configured to selectively couple a voltage from a selected one of the intermediate voltage nodes of the SC voltage balancer circuit to a corresponding output, wherein the plurality of switch sets includes at least a first switch set and a second switch set that operate independently of one another.

13. The system of claim 12 further comprising: at least one filter coupled to the output of at least one of the plurality of switch sets of the OSS to provide filtration to a corresponding voltage signal.

14. The system of claim 12 wherein the SC voltage balancer circuit is provided having k nodes and k voltage levels and an output of the MRS is connected between the m-th node and the n-th node of the SC voltage balancer circuit with k > m > n such that k corresponds to a k-th intermediate voltage node having the greatest voltage among the intermediate nodes and wherein a voltage at the k-th intermediate voltage node Vk~VIN/k+(m−n) D where: VIN is an input voltage applied to an input of the MRS; k is an integer value corresponding to the k-th intermediate voltage node of the SC voltage balancer circuit; n is an integer value corresponding to the m-th intermediate voltage node to which the output of the MRS is connected; m is an integer value corresponding to the m-th intermediate voltage node of the SC voltage balancer circuit to which the output of the MRS is connected; and D is the duty of a first switch in the set of switches having a terminal connected to the km intermediate voltage node of the SC voltage balancer circuit, and wherein the switching frequency of the set of switches in the MRS and the switching frequency of the first set of switches in the SC voltage balancer circuit are different from the switching frequency of the switches in the plurality of switch sets in the output switching stage.

15. An integrated power supply and modulator system having an input configured to receive a DC input voltage and having an output configured to supply two or more regulated DC output voltages, the integrated power supply and modulator system comprising a magnetic regulation stage (MRS) having an input corresponding to the integrated power supply and modulator system input and configured to receive the DC input voltage and a plurality of outputs configured to provide a regulated DC output voltage with each switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage input coupled to a corresponding one of the at least one MRS outputs; the switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage having a plurality of inputs and a plurality of outputs with each input of said switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage coupled to a corresponding one of the plurality of outputs of said MRS; and at least one output switching stage configured to provide a plurality of voltages and at least one output with each input of said output switching stage simultaneously coupled to a corresponding one of the plurality of outputs of said MRS.

16. The integrated power supply and modulator system of claim 15 further comprising at least one or more power amplifier stages, each of the one or more power amplifier stages coupled to each of the at least one outputs of said output switching stage, wherein energy is provided into the system via the magnetic regulation stage and is delivered to each of at least one power amplifier stages via the output switching stage.

17. The integrated power supply and modulator system of claim 15 further comprising precharge circuitry, feedback circuitry and control circuitry wherein: the precharge circuitry comprises at least one of a linear regulator and a clamp circuit, the precharge circuitry coupled to the switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage and configured to precharge and limit transients to one or more capacitors of the switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage; and the feedback circuitry is coupled to the control circuitry and at least one of the plurality of outputs of the switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage, the feedback circuitry configured to provide at least one feedback signal to the control circuitry.

18. The integrated power supply and modulator system of claim 17 wherein said control circuitry comprises a pulse width modulation (PWM) circuit which provides pulse width modulation control of said magnetic balancer stage to regulate at least one switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage.

19. The integrated power supply and modulator system of claim 15 wherein said switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage comprises a switched-capacitor (SC) ladder circuit.

20. The integrated power supply and modulator system of claim 19 wherein said switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage comprises:

21. The integrated power supply and modulator system of claim 15 wherein:
said switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage provides one or more capacitor terminal voltages via a set of charge capacitors; and
each of said at least one output switching stage dynamically selects from among the one or more capacitor terminal voltages provided in said switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage.

22. The integrated power supply and modulator system of claim 15 wherein semiconductor circuit elements of said magnetic regulation stage, said switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage, and said at least one output switching stage are implemented using a semiconductor process on a single die.

23. The integrated power supply and modulator system of claim 15 wherein semiconductor circuits of said magnetic regulation stage, said switched-capacitor voltage balancer stage, and said at least one output switching stage are provided from a low-voltage CMOS semiconductor process on a single die.

24. An integrated power supply and modulator system having an input configured to receive a DC input voltage and having an output configured to supply, two or more regulated DC output voltages, the integrated power supply and modulator system comprising: a magnetic regulation stage, a multi-output switched-capacitor stage; and an output switching stage wherein: said magnetic regulation stage comprising an inductor and at least two switches, wherein the magnetic regulation stage is configured to draw charge from an input and to provide charge to at least two input terminals of said multi-output switched-capacitor stage, wherein said magnetic regulation stage is configured to provide charge transfer from said magnetic regulation stage inputs through the inductor to respective ones of the plurality of inputs of said multi-output switched-capacitor stage; and an output switching stage wherein: said magnetic regulation stage comprising an inductor and at least two switches, wherein the magnetic regulation stage is configured to draw charge from an input and to provide charge to at least two input terminals of said multi-output switched-capacitor stage, wherein said magnetic regulation stage is configured to provide charge transfer from said input through said inductor to at least one of the at least two input terminals based upon states of the at least two switches; said multi-output switched-capacitor stage is configured to accept charge from said at least two input terminals and redistribute charge to maintain a substantially ratiometric set of voltages between individual capacitor terminals and a reference potential; and said output switching stage comprises at least one switch to select from among at least two voltages of said ratiometric set of voltages of said multi-output switched-capacitor stage for provision to an output.

25. The integrated power supply and modulator of claim 24 wherein said magnetic regulation stage switches among at least two states in order to regulate one or more voltages in the multi-output switched-capacitor stage.

26. The integrated power supply and modulator of claim 25 wherein said output switching stage selects voltages from among the outputs of the multi-output switched-capacitor stage to provide an intermediate modulated voltage.

27. The integrated power supply and modulator of claim 26, further comprising a filter disposed to shape voltage transitions among levels.

28. An integrated power supply and discrete drain modulator system configured to provide a DC bias voltage to a terminal of a radio frequency (RF) power amplifier, the system comprising: a multi-output switched-capacitor voltage balancer having a plurality of inputs; a magnetic regulation stage comprising an inductive element comprising (i) an input configured to receive a DC input voltage, and (ii) an output coupled simultaneously to respective ones of the plurality of inputs of the multi-output switched-capacitor voltage balancer to provide charge transfer from said magnetic regulation stage inputs through the inductor to respective ones of the plurality of inputs of said multi-output switched-capacitor voltage balancer; wherein each input of the multi-output switched-capacitor voltage balancer corresponds to one of a plurality of intermediate modulated voltages of the multi-output switched-capacitor voltage balancer; wherein each input of the multi-output switched-capacitor voltage balancer comprising: a plurality of switches; and a plurality of capacitors, wherein each of the plurality of outputs of the magnetic regulation stage are modulated to maintain the plurality of intermediate modulated voltages as a substantially ratiometric set of regulated DC voltages between individual capacitors of the plurality of capacitors of the multi-output switched-capacitor voltage balancer and a reference potential; and an output switching stage comprising at least one switch and at least one capacitor, the at least one switch configured to select from among at least two voltages of the plurality of intermediate modulated voltages and apply the at least two voltages to the at least one capacitor for provision as at least one modulated DC output voltage, wherein the at least one modulated DC output voltage is provided to the terminal of the RF power amplifier.

* * * * *